PRODUCTS for GRINDING, SHINING,
FINISHING and DYEING
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ABRASIVE MEDIA FOR GRINDING AND POLISHING:

WOOD STICKS:
Combined with pasta, for high

Essential for optimal water processing of metal and

quality grinding and polishing dry

plastic/polyester articles.

processes

Available in different sizes and, on demand, different
shapes and degrees of abrasiveness.

TRIANGULAR NORMAL CERAMIC:
►

CB 03 TL

size 3x3x3 mm

►

CB 04 TL

size 4x4x4 mm

►

CB 06 TL

size 6x6x6 mm

►

10x10 N

size 10x10x10 mm

►

15x15 N

size 15x15x15 mm

►

Beech cubes

size 4x4x4 mm

►

Beech sticks

size 4x4x6 mm

►

Beech sticks

size 4x4x10 mm

►

Beech cubes

size 7x7x7 mm

►

Beech cubes

size 10x10x10 mm

►

Beech cubes

size 12x12x12 mm

►

Beech - diamond
*FR/69

►

size 10x10x25 mm

Birch - steeple
*LCA4X4X25B size 4x4x25 mm

TRIANGULAR GRESS CERAMIC:
►
►

RF03/03

size 3x3x3 mm

►

RF04/04

size 4x4x4 mm

►

RF06/06

size 6x6x6 mm

►

RF10/10

size 10x10x10 mm

Birch - double wedge
*LDC5X5B

►

size 5x5x25 mm

Birch - double wedge
*LDC3X3B

size 3x3x15 mm

VEGETAL GRAINS FOR FINISHING:
Vegetal grains can be used with tumblers and
UREA BASED CONES:

vibrators for cleaning and polishing processes.

►

Color Pink

size 15 mm

►

Color Pink

size 20 mm

►

Color Pink

size 30 mm

►

Color Pink

size 35 mm

►

Type 400/1000 (thin)
►

► AVAILABLE IN STOCK, EXCEPT FOR THE PRODUCTS
INDICATED WITH (*), AVAILABLE ONLY ON DEMAND.

Semolina of COROZO
Type 1000/1700 (thick)

►

► PACKAGING: 25 KG BAG

Semolina of COROZO

Grains of Corn Cobs GM 20

ABRASIVE POWDER:
PUMICE:
Our superior quality pumice is an Amorphous Aluminum Silicate originated from
volcanic dust, a perfect and delicate abrasive powder for the finishing of plastics,
glass, metal, wood, and leather, 100% natural.
Pumice is also used for stone-wash
treatments, and is suitable for applications in
various industrial sectors, such as detergents, cosmetics, paints,
abrasives, construction, molding, soil conditioners for agriculture.
We have available different granulometries in stock and we are able to
provide more sizes of pumice for your specific field of use and special
formats such as grains and stones.
SIZES AVAILABLES:
1/0N

pumice powder for grinding

size from 0 to 250 MICRON

2/0N

pumice powder for grinding

size from 0 to 180 MICRON

FFF

white pumice powder for shining

size from 0 to 100 MICRON

NCS5

extra-thin white pumice powder for finishing

size from 0 to 45 MICRON

3/0B

white pumice powder for shining

size from 0 to 150 MICRON

FF

pumice powder

size from 45 to 150 MICRON

03/4N

pumice thin grains

size from 75 to 250 MICRON

8/12BF

pumice grains

N12-15

pumice stones

► PACKAGING: 25 KG BAG

► COMPLETE PALLET: 1050 KG

OTHER POWDER PRODUCTS:
Products used in the processing of the button to help the loading of the button on the machine:
► Talcum Powder
► Potatoes starch powder
► PACKAGING: 25 KG BAG

ABRASIVE PASTE FOR TUMBLER PROCESS:

►F

► BP127

SHINING

SHINING

Grain: ultra – fine

Grit: ultra - fine

Color: ochre

Color: white

Abrasive power: low

Abrasive power: very low

Effect: shiny surface

Effect: shiny surface

Description: shining

Description: polishing

Packaging: 20 Kg tin

Packaging: 20 Kg tin

Description: great product for polyester brightening,

Description: excellent polishing product for use with

for a soft and smooth finish that facilitates the

the sticks in open machines or vibrators. Also suitable

dyeing.

for natural materials and methacrylates.

►2

► M114

SHINING

SHINING

Grit: ultra – fine

Grit: ultra - fine

Color: ochre

Color: white

Abrasive power: low

Abrasive power: very low

Effect: shiny surface

Effect: very bright surface

Description: shining

Description: polishing

Packaging: 20 Kg tin

Packaging: 20 Kg tin

Description: brightener product, similar to F, but

Description: excellent for polishing natural materials

more greasy.

such as horn, Corozo, coconut, mother of pearl, etc.

► K5

► KA

GRINDING – POLISHING

GRINDING - POLISHING

Grit: ultra – fine

Grit: fine

Color: light blue

Color: ochre

Abrasive power: very low

Abrasive power: medium - low

Effect: very bright surface

Effect: shiny surface

Description: high-level polishing

Description: sanding and polishing

Packaging: 20 Kg tin

Packaging: 20 Kg tin

Description: high standards polishing that will

Description: pasta with smoothing effect on the

further flatten the surface and then shining properly.

bottom of the treated articles, and shining.

Suitable for natural materials such as horn and
Corozo.

► PO

► CM

ROUGHING

METAL POLISHING

Grit: thick

Grit: ultra - fine

Color: brown - light

Color: dark yellow

Abrasive power: very aggressive

Abrasive power: very low

Effect: matt uniform surface

Effect: shiny surface

Description: aggressive pasta able to leave a smooth

Description: polishing

surface

Packaging: 20 kg tin

Packaging: 20 Kg tin

Description: excellent for polishing metal, to use

Description: aggressive pasta that, through its

with the sticks in open machines or vibrators.

abrasive combination, is able to remove deep marks
and round pieces, leaving a regular and
homogeneous surface. Suitable for the grinding of
natural materials.

PASTE IN BLOCK, FOR MANUAL POLISHING
AND GRINDING:
► VENTIL/6000

► PL 16/R

PASTA BLOCK FOR GRINDING

PASTA BLOCK FOR POLISHING

Grit: thick

Grit: Fine

Color: gray - light

Color: Yellow

Abrasive power: high

Abrasive power: low

Effect: matt and homogeneous surface

Effect: shiny surface

Description: grinding block to applie on wheels or

Description: polishing block to applied on wheels or

canvas discs, for the removal of deep scars.

canvas disc, to polish.

Packaging: block of 1 kg each, Size 20x7x4,5 cm

Packaging: block of 1 kg each, size 20x7x4,5 cm

Description: block paste able to remove deep marks

Description: block paste to polish the plastic items,

and leave a smooth surface.

and remove small imperfections.

LIQUID PRODUCTS, WAXES AND DETERGENTS:
► WAX B12

► PAIPOL/N

Effect: polishing

Effect: cleaning

Packaging: 10 Kg cans

Packaging: 30 Kg cans

Description: emulsion used in wet processes in

Description: it solve the problem of veiling

combination with ceramic stones, to obtain a glossy

created during treatment with pumice. It can be

and brilliant surface.

used in solution, or combined with vegetal grains.

► SBM682

► ANTIPOLVERE

Effect: antioxidant - brightener

Packaging: 10 Kg cans

Packaging: 20 Kg cans

Description: Specific product for the cleaning of

Description: prevents the oxidation of the metals

the under-edges of the buttons, particularly useful

items during the water treatment, obtaining a

for matt finishes.

glossy and brilliant surface.
► ULTRA FAST
► OLLINC

Color: pale yellow

Effect: cleaning

Effect: cleaning

Packaging: 10 Kg cans

Packaging: 5 kg cans

Description: oil used for the cleaning, in

Description: super-concentrated detergent for use

combination with vegetal grains.

with ultrasonic cleaning.
Removal of greasy and dry residues, cleaning

► EMULSION PASTA F

pastes, different types of oils, light oxidation, by

Effect: emulsifier for pasta

ensuring an accurate and deep cleaning, free of

Packaging: 9 Kg Tin

glazes and residue.

Description: Useful in certain cases to soften the
mixture, and improve results.

We can provide additional types of pasta for specific requests.
Do not hesitate to contact us for further information.

DYESTUFFS FOR BUTTONS AND ACCESSORIES:
► POLYESTER DYEING:

(Showed colors are indicative)

AUXILIARY PRODUCTS:
► DISPERDENTE
Description: used in the dye bath to disperse the color and make uniform dyeing.
►DETERGENTE
Description: used to remove any excess of color after dyeing.

Our dyestuffs comply the Oeko-Tex standard regulation.

► COROZO and HORN DYEING

(Showed colors are indicative)

AUXILIARY PRODUCTS:
► FISSANTE
Description: specific product for the fixing of color after dyeing.
► DECOLORANTE
Description: allows bleaching the dyeing, and corrects dyeing mistakes.
► WHITENING
Description: whitening product to be used in combination with DECOLORANTE.

► NYLON and GALALITH DYEING

(Showed colors are indicative)

AUXILIARY PRODUCTS:
► FISSANTE
Description: specific product for the fixing of color after dyeing.
► DECOLORANTE
Description: allows bleaching the dyeing, and corrects dyeing mistakes.
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